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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

 

 
Citizens Utility Board,    ) 
Citizen Action/Illinois,    ) 
and AARP     ) 
      ) 
 vs.     ) 
      ) No. 08-0175 
Illinois Energy Savings Corp.,  )  
d/b/a U.S. Energy Savings Corp.  ) 
      ) 
Complaint pursuant to    ) 
220 ILCS 5/19-110 or 19-115  ) 
 

 
BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS OF THE STAFF OF THE 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 
 
 NOW COMES Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Staff”), by and 

through their undersigned counsel, pursuant to Section 200.830 of the Illinois 

Commerce Commission’s Rules of Practice (83 Ill. Adm. Code 200.830), and 

respectfully submits its Brief on Exceptions to the Proposed Order (“PO”) issued by the 

Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) on January 11, 2010.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

 On March 3, 2008, the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”), Citizen Action/Illinois, and 

AARP filed a Verified Original Complaint against Illinois Energy Savings Corp. d/b/a 

U.S. Energy Savings Corp. (“USESC” or “Company”).  On December 3, 2008, CUB and 

AARP (collectively, “Petitioners”) filed a Verified First Amended Complaint 

(“Complaint”), which removed Citizen Action/Illinois as one of the parties.  In this 

Complaint, Petitioners alleged, among other things, violations of the Alternative Gas 

Supplier Law (220 ILCS 5/19/100 et seq.) (“AGSL”) of the Public Utilities Act (“PUA”), 

the Illinois Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act (815 ILCS 505/1 et 
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seq.) (“CFA”), and the Illinois Deceptive Trade Practices Act (815 ILCS 510/1 et seq.) 

(“DTPA”).  The PO is well-written, clear, and concise, and reflects the issues raised by 

the Company, Staff, and CUB.  Although Staff supports most of the conclusions 

contained in the PO, there are some issues that Staff takes exception to which are 

stated below. 

II. INDEPENDENT AUDIT 

 On page 51, the PO requires USESC to undergo an independent audit of its 

sales program with a focus on the following: hiring, training, solicitation procedures and 

performance, compensation, sales verification, complaint tracking and reporting, 

discipline, and other compliance practices.  Most significantly, the PO requires that the 

auditor and the audit plan be approved by Staff with input from the Company and paid 

for by the Company.  Lastly, the PO orders that the audit results be submitted by 

September 1, 2010.  

 At first glance, it is unclear from the PO who would be responsible for selecting 

and hiring the auditor and who would be entering into the contract with the auditor.  Staff 

recommends that these aspects of the audit be clarified because of the impact on the 

timing of the audit and its efficacy.  As discussed more fully below, if Staff hires the 

auditor, the state procurement process must be used and that process typically requires 

that a minimum six month bidding process be completed before the audit can be 

commenced.  If the Company hires the auditor, the audit would not be subject to the 

requirements of the state procurement process.  Further, the PO can establish 

timeframes to keep the Company and the audit on track and Staff’s proposed language 

provides such timeframes.  For these reasons, Staff recommends that the Company 
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hire the auditor, provided that the PO establishes appropriate timeframes and Company 

obligations regarding the conduct of the audit, as Staff proposes below. 

With a Company conducted audit, it is essential that the auditor is independent 

and that the Company cooperate fully with the auditor’s investigations.  Consequently, 

Staff leaves in place the PO’s concept regarding approvaI of the auditor but suggests 

that the Commission have the final approval with Staff providing recommendations in a 

Staff Report.  In addition, Staff recommends that the PO clarify the Company’s 

obligations to cooperate in good faith with the auditor and to grant full and complete 

access to the Company’s books and records, offices, and staff (whether employees or 

independent contractors), as necessary to conduct the audit in accordance with the 

Commission’s Order.   

Staff agrees that an audit should be conducted as expeditiously as possible in 

order to correct managerial deficiencies quickly to protect consumers.  Whatever 

success the evaluation and recommendations of an independent audit may achieve 

towards the stated objective of substantially reducing customer complaints and 

violations of the AGSL should be implemented as quickly as possible.  While the PO’s 

audit deadline appropriately indicates an intention to conduct an audit expeditiously, 

Staff believes that the current September 1, 2010 date provides insufficient time to 

select an auditor and to complete a useful audit.  Staff believes that an audit should 

review the Company’s practices for at least 6 months.  If the PO nevertheless 

contemplates an auditor and audit plan to be selected and hired by the Commission, 

Staff must address the state procurement process regarding such an audit. 
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State Procurement Process 

 If the auditor and the audit plan are to be approved by Staff, Staff will be 

responsible for selecting and hiring the auditor and creating an audit plan.  With Staff 

hiring the auditor, the Commission will be required to enter into a contract pursuant to a 

Request for Proposal (“RFP”) procurement process to entertain bids from interested 

parties.  The Company would be required to execute a Memorandum of Understanding 

(“MOU”) with Staff which would lay out the general scope of the audit, the contract with 

the auditor, and agreements of the Company to pay costs, to give the auditor access to 

records, and to provide a timeframe for the auditor to complete the work.  Staff will need 

to prepare a Procurement Business Case (“PBC”), which will need to be reviewed and 

approved by the Central Management Services (“CMS”) Procurement Office, and a 

written RFP, detailing specific objectives, scope, and evaluation criteria.  Staff will then 

need to post the RFP for interested parties to bid on the contract on the Commission’s 

website.  After Staff has received a variety of bids, Staff will select the most appropriate 

auditor to perform the audit.  After the auditor is selected and has executed the contract, 

Staff will develop an audit plan with the auditor.  Once the audit plan is established, the 

auditor will then have a specified period of time to conduct the audit of the Company 

based on the scope of the original MOU and RFP and the detailed audit plan. 

 The state procurement process is a lengthy one, requiring the involvement of a 

number of different offices outside the Commission in contract approval, review, and 

negotiation.  In addition, a significant amount of time will need to be spent on creating 

the RFP, posting it, receiving bids, selecting the auditor, and then executing the contract 

with the selected auditor.  The minimum amount of time for this procurement process 

will be approximately 6 months, if not longer.  Accordingly, Staff recommends that the 
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Company hire the auditor and makes several other recommendations regarding the 

selection of the auditor, the parameters of the audit, and the implementation of the 

audit.   

Staff Recommended Auditor Selection Process 

 As a clarification to the PO’s requirement of an independent audit, Staff 

recommends the following procedures to guide the selection process of the auditor:  

 The Company will select the auditor and be responsible for the cost of the audit.  

The Company will propose three auditors to the Commission for approval within four 

weeks of the date of this Order.  Staff will have an opportunity to weigh in on the 

Company’s proposed auditors and recommend one in the form of a Staff Report.  The 

proposed auditor and proposed contract must be specifically approved by the 

Commission.  Once the auditor is approved, an audit plan will be developed by the 

Company and the auditor, with Staff’s final approval.  The Company shall ensure that 

the audit commences no later than June 1, 2010, by providing sufficient time for 

Commission approval of the proposed auditor and Staff approval of the audit plan.  The 

auditor will be responsible for reviewing and monitoring the Company’s practices for a 

period of not less than 6 months.  The scope of the audit, however, will not be limited to 

this time period and the auditor will also be permitted to review and investigate any of 

the Company’s practices and records prior to this time period to draw other conclusions 

and recommendations.  Audit results should be submitted to the Commission, Staff, and 

USESC no later than 8 months after the commencement date of the audit unless the 

auditor seeks and obtains approval from the Commission for an extension of the audit 

period.  Staff also recommends that the Company implement the audit’s 

recommendations. 
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Staff Recommended Audit Parameters 

 With respect to the audit plan developed by the Company and the auditor, Staff 

recommends that the Commission require the audit to review the following issues in 

addition to the areas of focus stated in the audit and any other issues the auditor deems 

necessary to meet the objective of substantially reducing customer complaints and 

violations of the AGSL: 

 1. The Company has already indicated that it has created the new position of 

the Sales and Compliance Manager.  Currently, this person is responsible for managing 

and monitoring compliance efforts in the sales offices including the actions of sales 

agents.  (See USESC Confidential Initial Brief at pages 59-60 for other specific 

responsibilities of the Sales and Compliance Manager.)  Throughout this docket, Staff 

has indicated its concerns that one Manager may not have sufficient resources to 

correct deficiencies in the sales force1.  The audit provides an opportunity for review of 

this function.  In particular, the audit plan should evaluate current practices of the Sales 

and Compliance Manager to investigate agents who have allegations or complaints of 

misconduct and make new recommendations for new or additional procedures.  These 

procedures may include listening to third-party verification calls of contractors who have 

allegedly made misrepresentations to customers and confirming that the contracts are 

being properly verified.  Additionally, the audit should evaluate and recommend effective 

procedures for an agent’s crew coordinator or regional distributor (as long as they are 

made employees per Corrective Measure 4 on page 53 of the PO) to field shadow or 

accompany the agent on subsequent sales presentations.  The audit should also 

                                                 
1
 Staff is wary of one Manager being able to effectively monitor approximately 130,000 sales contractors 

when one regional distributor indicated that his crew coordinators have difficulty managing over ten sales 
contractors each.  (See Tr. at 134/22 (Hames))   
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generally evaluate the effectiveness of this particular Sales and Compliance Manager 

and determine whether or not he should have additional duties besides the ones 

recommended by Staff above.  Most importantly, the audit should determine if one such 

Manager is appropriate or if more similar positions or additional staffing should be 

created to properly monitor all the sales agents in the state of Illinois.    

 2. The audit plan should also evaluate the Company’s current Compliance 

Matrix and its disciplinary practices against agents who have not complied with 

company practices or law.  The audit should specifically determine if the current 

penalties (financial and other) are enough of a deterrent for agents to conform to 

legitimate sales techniques.  In Staff’s view, the Compliance Matrix during the 

Complaint Period was insufficient and not consistently or properly administered to have 

an impact on deterring misconduct.  The audit should specifically evaluate the 

effectiveness of the Compliance Matrix and other disciplinary practices engaged by the 

Company to prevent agent misconduct and make recommendations for improvement. 

 3. When asked by CUB whether the Company logged customer complaints 

by category, Mr. Potter implied that the Company now has a database (Tr. at 484/9), but 

Staff is unclear what the details of such a database are and is concerned that many 

complaints do not get tracked or categorized.  If the Company does not currently have 

such a database, the audit should recommend that the Company establish a tracking 

system or database to track direct customer complaints.  If a database or tracking 

system exists, the audit should evaluate it and identify trends that could lead to 

additional training or procedures to reduce customer complaints and violations of the 

AGSL.  Staff acknowledges that the Company already tracks third-party complaints and 

complaints alleging agent misconduct.  The audit should recommend that the Company 
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institute a database to account for all customer complaints, direct or third-party, 

regardless of subject matter (if one does not already exist).  The audit should also 

evaluate whether this tracking system aids in the Company offering better customer 

service to consumers and make recommendations for improvement. 

 4. The audit should also evaluate whether the Company’s compensation 

structure of commissions and other rewards is appropriate.  It should evaluate whether 

the commission schedule and other sales bonuses improperly incent sales agents to 

misrepresent themselves and the product to garner a maximum number of signed 

contracts.  In particular, the audit should focus on the current clawback amounts to 

determine if they are sufficient to punish agents for misbehavior and if necessary, to 

make recommendations for improvement. 

 5. Lastly, the audit should conduct a managerial analysis of the effectiveness 

and sufficiency of the Company’s management, training, supervision, and disciplinary 

policies to specifically avoid the kinds of complaints of agent misconduct which 

permeate this docket.  The audit should specifically examine the Company’s door-to-

door sales methods and make recommendations to prevent the persistence of agent 

misrepresentation and fraudulent practices.  

Staff Recommended Implementation Process 

Throughout this docket, Staff has argued that it is the Company’s responsibility to 

correct its managerial deficiencies.  While Staff believes that an audit might help the 

Company recognize areas needed for improvement, the Company nevertheless needs 

to be held accountable ultimately for its performance and Staff suggests language to 

clarify that responsibility.  On page 51, the PO gives the Company an opportunity to 

oppose the audit’s recommendations by allowing for the opening of a new docket to 
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review the audit’s recommendations.  As stated above, Staff recommends that the 

Commission order that the Company be required to implement the audit’s 

recommendations.  In the alternative, should the Commission want to give the Company 

an opportunity to oppose the audit’s recommendations, Staff recommends that the 

Company have the burden of proof to demonstrate why it is unable to follow the audit’s 

recommendations in the newly opened docket (see recommended bracketed language 

below).   

Staff Recommended PO Language 

 Accordingly, Staff recommends the following changes to the PO on page 51: 

 First, the Commission requires USESC to undergo an independent audit of its 
sales program, with a focus on hiring, training, solicitation procedures and performance, 
compensation, sales verification, complaint tracking and reporting, discipline, and other 
compliance practices.  The objective is to substantially reduce customer complaints and 
violations of the AGSL.  The audit should identify impediments to that objective and 
recommend effective solutions.  The auditor and audit plan shall be approved by Staff, 
with input from USESC.  The company will be responsible for the cost of the audit.  
Audit results should be submitted to Staff and USESC by September 1, 2010.  Unless 
USESC voluntarily agrees to implement the audit’s recommendations, a docket shall be 
promptly opened to review the audit’s recommendations and USESC’s responses and 
enter an appropriate implementation Order.  The Company is ordered to cooperate fully 
and in good faith with the auditor and to provide full and complete access to the 
Company’s books and records, offices, and staff (whether employees or independent 
contractors), as necessary to conduct the audit in accordance with the Commission’s 
Order and subject only to an appropriate confidentiality agreement entered into by and 
among the Company, auditor, and Staff.  The Company will select the auditor and be 
responsible for the cost of the audit.  The Company will propose three (3) auditors to the 
Commission for approval within four (4) weeks of the date of this Order.  Staff will have 
an opportunity to weigh in on the Company’s proposed auditors and will do so in the 
form of a Staff Report.  The proposed auditor and proposed contract must be 
specifically approved by the Commission.  Once the auditor is approved, an audit plan 
will be developed by the Company and the auditor in accordance with this Order, with 
approval by Staff.  The Company shall ensure that the audit commences no later than 
June 1, 2010 (“Commencement Date”), by providing sufficient time for Commission 
approval of the proposed auditor and Staff approval of the audit plan.  The auditor will 
be responsible for reviewing and monitoring the Company’s records and practices for a 
period of not less than 6 months after the Commencement Date (“Audit Period”).  The 
scope of the audit, however, will not be limited to the Audit Period; rather, the auditor 
will also be permitted to review and investigate any of the Company’s records and 
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practices prior to the Audit Period, as the auditor sees fit in order to provide its 
recommendations.  Audit results should be submitted to the Commission, Staff, and 
USESC no later than 8 months after the Commencement Date of the audit unless the 
auditor seeks and obtains approval from the Commission for an extension of the Audit 
Period.  The Company must implement the audit’s recommendations.  [Unless USESC 
voluntarily agrees to implement the audit’s recommendations, a docket shall be 
promptly opened to review the audit’s recommendations and USESC’s responses and 
enter an appropriate implementation Order.  The Company shall have the burden of 
proof as to why it should not or cannot comply with the audit’s recommendations.]  
Notwithstanding any implementation by the Company of the audit recommendations 
[(whether voluntarily or after protest upon the issuance of a final implementation Order)], 
the Company remains responsible for substantially reducing customer complaints and 
violations of the AGSL. 

 
III. OTHER CORRECTIVE MEASURES 

 The PO, starting at page 51, details several other corrective measures which the 

Company must institute upon entry of this Order.    The second corrective measure, on 

page 52 of the PO, requires the Company to change its third-party sales verification 

procedures.  Staff believes that these changes will improve the effectiveness of the 

verification process and will eliminate problems that inherently exist while the sales 

contractor is present with the potential customer during the verification call.  Staff 

believes that the additional individual questions will elicit useful information regarding 

the sales pitch and whether the sales contractor possibly misrepresented himself or the 

product to the customer.  Nevertheless, Staff does not support the PO’s language 

allowing the sales agent to be present with the customer after the call is completed.  

Allowing the sales agent to remain after the verification call increases the likelihood that 

the customer will still feel pressure and intimidation while the agent is still there.  For 

example, the verification call could fail.  If the agent returns after the failed verification 

call, the sales agent could then engage the customer in a second sales pitch and try to 

talk the customer into signing the contract and possibly interrogate the customer as to 

why the verification call might have failed.  The sales agent could possibly coach the 
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customer and then unduly persuade the customer to engage in a second verification 

call.  Staff believes that it is the presence of the sales agent at the home of the 

customer which gives rise to undue influence or coercion on the part of the sales agent.  

Accordingly, Staff recommends the following changes to this paragraph on page 52 of 

the PO: 

Verification calls must be performed without the salesperson being 
present.  Specifically, the salesperson cannot be visible to the customer or 
able to hear the customer’s conversation with the verifier during the call.  
The salesperson may be present with the customer after the call is 
completed and the phone connection disengaged.  Once the sales person 
puts the potential customer in touch with the verifier, the sales person will 
leave the customer’s premises and cannot return the same day.  The 
sales person should inform the customer beforehand as to what will 
happen in case the contract is verified or if the verification fails and give 
the customer options in case of a failed verification. 

 
 The fourth corrective measure, on page 53 of the PO, orders that “no USESC 

employee or agent with supervisory or disciplinary authority… be compensated through 

commissions associated with the sale of USESC products.”  Staff believes that this 

language is vague and overbroad and recommends inclusion of specific persons who 

should no longer be compensated through commissions.  Company testimony has 

implied that even regional distributors, who might supervise sales agents, have no real 

disciplinary authority over them but simply effectuate or carry out the discipline which 

has been decided by CCR.  In addition, Staff also believes that sales agents, like the 

supervisors and managers mentioned above, should also be incented to reduce 

complaints.  As such, Staff recommends the following changes to this paragraph: 

 Fourth, no USESC employee or agent with supervisory or 
disciplinary authority over Illinois distributors, contractors, or other sales 
personnel, including regional distributors and crew coordinators, shall be 
compensated through commissions associated with the sale of USESC 
products.  An incentive structure for such all employees or agents that 
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rewards reduction of complaints and non-compliances is permissible and 
encouraged. 

 

IV. MISCELLANEOUS CORRECTIONS 

 The following miscellaneous changes should be made to correct the PO. 

 In the Introduction and Procedural History section, the PO inadvertently fails 

to mention the last series of Motions to Strike reply briefs of the Company and CUB.  

Staff recommends the following after the filing date of the Reply Briefs: On December 

22, 2009, CUB filed a Motion to Strike portions of the Company’s Reply Brief.  On 

December 30, 2009, the Company filed a Motion to Strike portions of CUB’s Reply Brief.  

On January 8, 2010, the ALJ granted CUB’s Motion to Strike.  CUB’s filing of a Revised 

Reply Brief on January 5, 2010 rendered the Company’s Motion to Strike moot. 

 On page 5 of the PO in the first paragraph, the PO states, “These contractors are 

ranked as Regional Distributors, crew chiefs or sales contractors.”  Staff believes that 

the correct term is “crew coordinators” and would recommend replacing “chiefs” with 

“coordinators.”   

 Staff also recommends the addition of the following language in the last sentence 

of the first paragraph on page 5: “The contractors, Regional Distributors and crew 

coordinators derive their entire compensation from sales commissions and sales-based 

rewards.”  Not only are sales contractors earning compensation through sales, but the 

Regional Distributors and crew coordinators also derive compensation from 

commissions based on sales of contractors who fall beneath them.  Accordingly, Staff 

recommends the additional language be included in the sentence for purposes of clarity. 

 During the relevant timeframe, the Company had different contracts for different 

periods of years.  Staff recommends that the first sentence of the second paragraph on 
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page 5 be amended as follows: “The company’s gas contracts contain a fixed price per 

therm of gas consumed over a four- or five-year multi-year period.” 

 A subsequent sentence of the second paragraph on page 5 should also be 

amended as follows: “The fees were formerly calculated be by reference to estimated 

consumption over the remaining life of the contract.” 

 On page 15 of the PO, the second sentence in the last paragraph should be 

amended as follows: “Misrepresentation regarding likely customer savings with was the 

subject of over half of the complaints directed to CUB and our CSD.” 

 On page 21 of the PO, the third sentence of the last paragraph should be 

amended as follows: “The Commision’s concludes otherwise.”  

 On page 22 of the PO, in the second paragraph, the PO should be amended as 

follows: “Complainants contend Respondent has been violated AGSL subsection 19-

115(c)…” 

 In the third paragraph of page 22 of the PO, the following sentence should read: 

“Complainants assert that USESC’s “own records show 115 valid instances of 

unauthorized signature on the contract during 2007 and 2008.” 

 On page 32 of the PO, in the second paragraph, the second sentence should be 

amended as follows: “The stated purpose of the written agreement between USESC’s 

corporate affiliate and its independent contractors is to “confirm the terms and 

conditions under which the Contractor, acting as in an independent contractor, will 

provide door to door solicitation services…” 

 In the third paragraph on page 42 of the PO, the first sentence should read:  

“Consumer Groups estimate that a $662.50 termination fee…” 
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 On page 47 under SUMMARY OF COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS, Count VI 

should read as follows: “USESC committed seven violations of the DTPA AGSL, in the 

form of CFA DTPA violations…” 

 On page 54 under FINDINGS AND ORDERING PARAGRAPHS, paragraph (8) 

should read as follows: “USESC committed seven violations of the DTPA AGSL, in the 

form of CFA DTPA violations…” 

 On page 54 under FINDINGS AND ORDERING PARAGRAPHS, paragraph (11) 

should read as follows: “USESC should be penalized under subsection 19-120(c)(2) for 

the violations described in preceding Findings in the amount of $185,000 $178,500;” 

 On page 54 in the Ordering paragraphs, the second ordering paragraph should 

read as follows: “IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that USESC shall be penalized in the 

amount of $185,000; $178,500.” 

V. CONCLUSION 

 WHEREFORE, for all of the following reasons, Staff respectfully requests that the 

Commission’s Order in this proceeding reflect all of Staff’s recommendations. 

 

January 25, 2010     Respectfully submitted,   

       /s/____________________ 

       Nora Naughton 
       Jennifer Lin 
Office of General Counsel 
Illinois Commerce Commission 
160 North LaSalle St., Suite C-800 
Chicago, IL  60601 
Phone:  (312) 793-2877 
Fax:  (312) 793-1556 
nnaughto@icc.illinois.gov 
jlin@icc.illinois.gov      
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